
New Features Coming …!!!
Display Text Behavior Upgrades!

!
The Display Text behavior is getting a bit of an upgrade. (Sorry, no custom fonts quite 
yet.) From the image above, you will see that there are now Position and Direction 
inputs that you can utilize for this behavior. You can now reposition your displayed text 
relative to an actor or relative to a scene. !!
Why is this awesome?  Instead of having multiple actors constrained to moving actors 
or having multiple actors you would need to place on the scene, you can put all of that 
into one actor. This reduces the number of actors in a scene, the attributes needed to 
pass along position and value information between actors, and all the Constrain 
Attribute behaviors you would need to put all of that together.!!
Example Usage: If you happen to have actors that have life points, you can display their 
life points right above that actor. You could even show how much energy they have left 
to cast, right above that number.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



String Manipulation Functions!!!!!!!!!!
In the expression editor, you will find 6 new functions for text manipulation.!!

• textFind(text,pattern,startIndex) - This function will return the index of the 
location of the text,pattern, in the text attribute,text, starting the index 
startIndex. If the text was not found, it returns a -1. It is case sensitive.!

• Usage: Given a text attribute with the value “the quick sly fox jumped over 
the lazy dog.”, textFind( self.Text ,"the",1) returns the value 1. However, 
textFind( self.Text ,"the",2) returns the value 31.!!

• textLength(text) - This returns the length of the text or numerical attribute.!!
• textRepeat(text,n) - This returns a text which repeats the text attribute, text, n 

times, where n is an non-negative integer value.!
• Usage: Given a text attribute with the value “yo”, textRepeat( self.Text ,2) 

returns the value “yoyo”. You can also enter the text directly into the function 
and a complex expression for the n value. e.g. textRepeat( “buffalo” , 
mod(self.Time,3)) will return “”,”buffalo”, or “buffalobuffalo” depending on the 
time.!

• !
• textReplace(text,pattern,replacement) - This will return the text or text 

attribute, text, with the first instance of text value, pattern, with text value, 
replacement.!

• Usage: Given you have a list of separated values in a text attribute like, 
“s01s02s03s04s05s”, you can replace “s02s” with “s” to signify that question 
2 has already been used. See the textSubStr for more usage.!!

• textReplaceAll(text,pattern,replacement) - This works just like the textReplace 
function but will return a text value with ALL instances replaced.!!

• textSubStr(text,startIndex,endIndex) - This returns a text which is the 
substring of attribute, text, starting from index startIndex and ending at index 
endIndex.!

• Usage: Given a text attribute with the value “the quick sly fox jumped over 
the lazy dog.”, textSubStr( self.Text ,5,8) returns the value “quic”. You can 



also use this to extract a random set of numbers from a string and use that 
as a way to choose a unique question via table row number.!!

Why is this awesome?  Because manipulating text to your will is awesome. And, I 
guess, if you really wanted to, you could set up custom fonts using each individual letter 
as a spawned actor and pulling the letter using the textSubStr function.!!
New Templates!!  In the Marketplace, you will see a few templates. !

1. Name That Game - This is word game involving picture(s) and a word. You will 
no longer need to spell out each word in each cell. This will help you build your 
picture and word games so much faster. You can have spaces and hypens 
that will automatically not be part of the scrambled letters, and default up to 21 
character length words or phrases.!

2. HexWords - This is an enormous template with a plethora of words. Over 
240,000 words. Logic has been optimized so this template runs very smoothly. 
More about this in the 3rd section of new features below this. <insert 
suspense>!

3. GS Mechanics: Dialog - This template shows the mechanics of how to type out 
text letter by letter or you can skip it and have the rest of the text be displayed.!!!

New Attributes for Touch Activity!

!
In the Devices->Touches attributes, there is a new group of attributes called “Active”. 
Inside that group, you can find a boolean for 11 touches so you can determine if a touch 



is being used or not. Warning: Some Android devices only have up to 2 touches at a 
time. Use this wisely.!!
Why is this awesome?  Instead of having an actor always constrained to a specific 
touch’s coordinates, you can determine when a touch is active and set or turn off 
behaviors as needed. The Official Cross-Platform Controller Template has been 
updated to reflect these new attributes.!!!
New Templates!! In the Marketplace, you will see a few templates related to touch 
activity.!

1. Immune System Command - You’re the master of keeping yourself alive. Fire 
white blood cells at oncoming bacteria before they hit your vital organs. This 
uses up to 5 touches and will go directly to a specific touch without needing 
complicated logic to determine which touch was last activated.!!!!!

Change Scene Behavior Upgrade!!!!!!!!!!!!
The Change Scene behavior just got so much better. You will now be able to select a 
scene by a specific index. To limit the amount of issues this may have with older 
projects, only the scene index will be allowed instead of the name of a scene, as scene 
names are not unique, and there may be people who happen to name their scenes the 
same as another scene. The scene index is determined by the order you put them in 
your project editor. Since there is an expression editor, you will be able to do things like 
choosing a random scene, or pulling from a table the next scene you want to go to.!!
Why is this awesome?  No longer will you need 300 Change Scene behaviors to go to 
the scene you want, nor need to unlock instances to specify which scene you want to go 
to. Think of all that logic you don’t need to wade through.!!



!
New Template!! In the Marketplace, you will see a the GS Mechanics: Menu Styles 
template. This template spawns the level selectors and pulls from the table all the data it 
needs to go to the correct scene, or if it is allowed to be used or not. There are also 
other menu options, but that one is probably the best one for explaining usage of this 
new feature.!!!
More Table Functions!!!!!!!!!!!!
Do you want more power? With Tables? You got it. There are 5 new expression 
functions and an update to the tableCellValue function.!
The tableCellValue function will now return the label of a row if the column is set to 0. 
Likewise, it will return the label of the column if the row is set to 0.!
And now for the new functions.!

• tableColNumber(table,colLabel) - This will return the column number with the 
given  column label. !

• tableColSum(table,col,startRow,endRow) - This will return the sum of the table 
cells in a given column between the starting row and ending row. This only works 
on numerical type columns (integer, real, angle).!

• tableMergeValues(table,”[row|col]”,targetRowCol,startRange,endRange, 
separator) - This will return a string value with the values from a table 
concatenated. If the start range is greater than end range, then it will go from last 
value to first value, appending to the end. The separator will be concatenated 
between each value.!

• tableRowNumber(table,rowLabel) - This will return the row number with the 
given row label. It will return 0 if it doesn’t exist. This is useful if you want to jump to 
a section of a table and start iterating through rows from there.!

• tableSearch(table,key,”[row|col]”,rowColNum,startRange,endRange,”(not)
[exact|beginsWith|endsWith|contains]”) - This will search a given column or row 
depending on the setting in the 3rd parameter, and return the index for the first 
instance of the given key (or keyword) where a match is found depending on the 
match type as set in the 7th parameter. It will search between the given range. If 



the start range is greater than the end range, it will do a reverse search. A “0” will 
be returned if the key value is not found. If you specify “not” in front of the last 
parameter, it will check against the opposite search. e.g 
tableSearch(game.table,”yes”,”row”,1,1,10,”exact”) will look for the first instance of 
“yes” in a cell value in row 1 between columns 1 and 10, and return the column 
value, where tableSearch(game.table,”yes”,”row”,1,1,10,”notexact”) will return the 
column number where the cell value is not exactly “yes”.!!!

Why is this awesome?  Searching tables at lightning speed. Initial tests with a 303 row, 
533 column table resulted in less than .01 seconds to find a word that happened to be in 
the last column. You can use the tableMergeValues function to easily see what a large 
number of cell values are in a table. You can easily get the sum of a variable number of 
cells from a table.!!!
New Template!! As described above, there is a word template(Hex Words) with over 
240,000 words. Words are separated out by length of the word, with words of length 1 
to 5 in a single table, and words of length 14 to 24 in a single table. That’s a lot of words 
to search through. Good thing we have these new functions. Go forth! Search and 
destroy!


